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The diagnostic potential of the Raman scattering of the 
electro-magnetic radiation has been realized in an all
embracing manner in terrestrial phenomena. Our 
knowledge of the remote reaches of the universe comes 
almost entirely from the study of processes responsible 
for the production and propagation of the electromagnetic 
radiation. Here, the proposals emphasizing the role of the 
Raman scattering in diverse astrophysical systems are 
reviewed with the conclusion that the Raman scattering 
could turn out to be an extremely versatile tool for 
cosmic exploration. 

The inelastic scattering of electromagnetic radiation by 
matter is known as Raman scattering. The matter may 
be in any of the four states: a solid, a liquid, a gas and a 
plasma. The incident electromagnetic radiation may be 
monochromatic or a continuum or a combination of 
the two. The scattered radiation consists of three 
components: radiation at the incident frequency and 
two new lines at shifted frequencies, the amount of shift 
being a characteristic of the scattering medium. Thus, 
Raman scattering turned out to be a diagnostic tool for 
studying the structure of molecules and later of crystals. 
With the realization of lasers, entirely new vistas 
opened up in the use of Raman effect. A new generation 
of particle accelerators known as 'beat wave accelerators' 
have been conceived. These are based on Raman 
forward scattering, in which two coherent electro
magnetic waves beat to give a Langmuir wave which 
can accelerate electrons to extremely high energies in a 
very short time. Novel sources of coherent radiation, 
the free electron lasers, operate on the principle of 
Raman back-scattering in which a virtual electro
magnetic wave in the form of a spatially periodic 
magnetic field is scattered by a Langmuir wave. The 
frequency of the scattered radiation is '" y2 times the 
frequency of the virtual electromagnetic wave where 'Y is 
the Lorentz factor of electrons. 

The universality of the Raman effect, as emphasized 
by the discoverer himself seems more true today than 
ever before. The study of Raman effect has been 
extended from molecules to magnetohydrodynamics; 
from rotation-vibration spectra to waves Alfvenic and 
Langmuir; in laboratories terrestrial to celestial. This 
paper is an inventory of the work done on Raman 
scattering in various astrophysical situations. In a few 
of these, the diagnostic potential of Raman scattering 
has been recognized and in the others, it a waits. The 
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literature cited is only a lead to that which is and to 
that, which will be ours to see. 

Molecular Raman scattering 

Molecules in a gas mayor may not have permanent 
electric dipole moments. If they do, the dipole moments 
are directed in a random fashion and the net dipole 
moment is zero. 

When an electromagnetic wave impinges upon a 
molecule, it disturbs the distribution of charge around 
the molecule, thereby inducing an electric dipole 
moment. 'In addition the electric dipole moments of the 
molecules tend to align themselves with the incident 
electric field. The system acquires a net dipole moment. 
The radiation produced by these induced moments is 
then seen as the scattered radiation. The polarization P 
which is the total dipole moment per unit volume is 
therefore a function of the impinging electric field E and 
can be written as a power series in E as: 

p. = '" ex· . E· + '" R" k E . Ek + ... 1 ~ 1) J L.." /.1 1)) , (1) 
j j. k 

where the ccefficients ct, f3 are the electric susceptibilities 
which are in general functions of the frequencies of 
various electric fields acting on the molecules. The 
electric susceptibilities lead to the phenomena of 
refraction and harmonic generation. The induced dipole 
moment P of the molecules in the linear limit can be 
expressed as 

P = aEo cos 2nvo t, (2) 

where Ct represents the polarizability and Eo the 
amplitude of the electric field oscillating with frequency 
Vo. The polarizability ct is a function of the configura
tion of the molecule and varies with the vibrational or 
other motions of the nuclei. For atoms in a periodic 
state of motion of frequency vm ' the polarizability can 
be written as 

(3) 

where (xo is the polarizability in the eq uilibriurn 
configuration, ex 1 is the amplitude of the oscillating 
pol ariz ability and q> is an arbitrary phase. Thus, from 
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equation (2), we find 

The induced dipole moment has three components oscillat
ing at Va' (vo + vm) and Vo - vrn and gives rise to radiation at 
these three frequencies corresponding to Rayleigh line 
at Vo and Stokes-Raman and anti-stokes-Raman lines 
at (vo - vrn) and (vo + vm) respectively. Thus, we see that 
the origin of the Raman lines lies in the temporal 
changes of the polarizabilityl caused due to molecular 
motion in which vm may be associated with a rotational 
or a vibrational mode. Though the power emitted by an 
oscillating dipole can be calculated using the classical 
electromagnetic theory, the diagnostic capabilities of 
the Raman scattering are revealed within the frame
work of the quantum theory. From the quantum 
description of the Raman scattering one learns that this 
is a three-level process in which a molecule in the initial 
state of energy Ei absorbs the incident photon of 
frequency vi and attains. an intermediate state lEi + hvi> 
which is not a true bound state. The molecule reaches 
the final state, If>, a true bound state with the emission 
of a photon of frequency vr such that Ei + hVi = Ef + hvf • 

In contrast, in the resonant line scattering, the 
intermediate state lEi + hvi> corresponds to a true 
bound state of the scattering molecule. Thus the Raman 
scattering permits a wider choice of the incident 
radiation field and enhances its observability by 
transferring it into an observationally more accessible 
region of the spectrum. 

Raman scattering in planetary atmospheres 

The molecular hydrogen is the major constituent of the 
atmospheres of the major planets. The absence of a 
permanent electric dipole moment in H2 makes its 
detection impossible through ordinary rotation
vibration spectra. However H2 does possess a perma
nent quadrupole moment and therefore the corres
ponding, though weak rotation-vibration spectrum. 
Herzburg2 was the first to suggest the possible 
detection of H2 and N2 by observing their quadrupole 
transitions in planetary and stellar atmospheres through 
Raman scattering. Raman scattering 3 - 5 by H2 can 
reduce the ultraviolet albedo of the planets as well as 
fill in and produce ghosts of the solar absorption lines. 
The observations in Uranus, of the Raman ghosts of 
Fraunhofer and their filling in provide direct evidence 
for the Raman scattering. Cochran and Trafton 3 

developed detailed models of Raman scattering in 
inhomogeneous planetary atmospheres to explain the 
blue and ultraviolet extinction; filling in of the cores of 
solar lines and the production of Rr.man-shifted ghosts 
of the Fraunhofter spectrum, particularly of the Ca II H 
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and K lines. The cross-section for Raman scattering by 
hydrocarbons has also been discussed in these papers. 
Wagener and Caldwe1l4 have shown that the measured 
geometric albedos of the planets Uranus and Neptune 
between 2100 and 3350 A compare very well with those 
calculated in a Rayleigh-Raman scattering atmosphere. 
Yelle et al. 5 analysed the solar reflection spectrum 
obtained by the voyager ultraviolet spectrometer at 
wavelengths between 1200 and 1700 A and pointed out 
the necessity of including Raman scattering. 

Such studies lead to a better understanding of the 
temperature and pressure structure as well as the 
infrared spectra of the planetary atmospheres. 

Raman scatterIng In symDlotlc stars 

Symbiotic systems are binary stars consisting of a cool 
mass losing giant and a hot ionizing radiation source. 
Strong and broad emission lines at A6830 and 27088 
have been observed in about half of the known 
symbiotic stars. There exists a strong correlation 
between the intensities and the profiles of the two 
emission features. The band .. at .,16830 is obser.ved only 
in those symbiotics which produce high excitation lines 
like Ne V and Fe VII. Schmid suggested that these 
emission features are produced through the Raman 
scattering of OVI lines A1032 and ),,1038 originating in 
the inner HII region by the neutral hydrogen in the 
environs of the cooler star6 - 9. 

A hydrogen atom in the state 1 S absorbs a photon at 
),,1032 to reach a metastable state just below the 3P 
level from which it falls to the stable state 2S after the 
emission of a photon at ,1.6830. The emission at ),,7088 
also takes place via the same route. The scattered 
radiation if) mimics the spectral shift or width of the 
incident radiation (i) i.e. ~vi = ~vf or in terms of 
wa velengths 

Thus, in the case of Raman scattering, where ,1.f > Ai' 
the scattered line is a better candidate for the 
determination of the linewidths and shifts. The Raman 
scattering can, therefore result in a rather broadened 
line profile which may be erroneously attributed 
entirely to micro- and macro turbulence. The polariza
tion measurements 10 of the emission features at "l6830 
and ,1.7088 are a further pointer to their generation by a 
scattering mechanism. Thus, Raman scattering as a 
probable excitation mechanism is rich with diagnostic 
potentialities as it bears the signatures of (i) the source 
of the incident radiation and (ii) the geometry, compo
sition, temperature and time variability of the scattering 
region and hence offers the essentials for building the 
models of symbiotic stars. 
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Raman scattering in the interstellar medium 

Atomic hydrogen in the galaxy is found to be distri
buted in the manner of the blue stars. The inferences 
are that either the gas-rich sites are the birthplaces of 
the stars or that the blue stars are responsible for the 
dissociation of the generally abundant molecular 
hydrogen into atomic hydrogen. Prof. M. Krook (of 
Gold 11) suggested that the Lyman (X from the blue stars 
could undergo Raman scattering on molecular hy
drogen. The emission features characteristic of the 
molecular gas should then appear on the red ward of 
the Lyman 0:. The detection of these features in the 
ultraviolet spectrum of the nebular region of the blue 
stars could then provide a handle on the abundance 
and other properties of the gas. The inherent weakness 
of the Raman effect could be offset by the large fluxes of 
Lyman ct resulting from the short mean free path of the 
Lyman rx photons in the atomic hydrogen region 12. 

Radhakrishnan et al. 13 proposed stimulated Raman 
scattering as an explanation for the exceptionally wide 
spectrum of H 20 sources since Doppler shifts turned 
out to be inadequate13• 

Raman scattering in high energy sources 

Hard X-ray and y-ray burst sources are believed to be 
strongly magnetized. Therefore, emission features at the 
electron cyclotron frequency should be detected in these 
sources. Such a feature has been detected in Her X-l. 
Direct and inverse Compton scattering processes are 
held responsible for the shape of the emerging 
spectrum. Several suggestions for the photon sources 
include the thermal synchrotron and higher order 
photon diffusion processes. In the limit that the electron 
cyclotron radius approaches the Compton wavelength, 
the electron motion must be quantized with its energy 
defined by discrete Landau levels. Miska and Miska 14 

envisage an electron-photon scattering in which the 
electron is pushed to a higher Landau level from which 
it may relax to a lower Landau level by the emission of 
a photon. This is Raman scattering. Its inclusion as a 
radiative transfer mechanism is emphasized. 

Raman scattering in Seyfert galaxies 

Nussbaumer' et at., nave proposed Raman scattering 
for the generation of the hitherto unidentified emission 
lines at l1519 and ;'1594 observed in some of the 
Seyfert galaxies. Here, a Hell Lyman P photon near 
l256 is absorbed by He+ which then emits the scattered 
photon near ;'1640. A list of the probable incident 
radiation lines near ;'256 and the scattering ions along 
with the transitions leading to the scattered radiation in 
the range ;'1300 to ;'2000 is given 7 while reminding us 
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of the accessibility of this spectral region through the 
international ultraviolet Explorer and the Hubble space 
telescope. So, more identifications may be in the offing. 

Stimulated Raman scattering in plasmas 

There are three ways by which the scattering of 
radiation in a plasma can occur: (i) the stimulated 
Raman scattering (SRS), where a strong electromagnetic 
wave is scattered off a weakly damped electron plasma 
wave (k} < < kD), (ii) the stimulated Compton scattering 
(SCS), w~ere a strong electromagnetic wave is scattered 
off a highly damped electron-plasma wave (k > ko ) and 
(iii) the Compton scattering (CS) where the electromag
netic radiation is scattered by single electrons (8, p) 
(Figure 1). Here ko is the Debye wave vector and kl is 
the wave vector of the electron-plasma wave. 

STIMULATED RAMAN SCA"rTERING (A'i« ku) 

£, iR the electric field of a weakly damped electron plasma wave. 

STIMULATED COMPTON SCATTERING (k, ~ kD) 

... 
E, is the electric field of a highly damped electron plasma wa.ve. 

INVERSE COMPTON SCATTERING 

Figure 1. The scattering of radiatiC?n (wo, f 0) in a plasma. 
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The stimulated Raman scattering15 is the resonant 
decay of an incident photon (wo, ko) into a scattered 
ph(.")ton (cos, ks) and an electron-plasma wave (wI' kl) 
stich that 

(,°0 = Ws + col ' 

J(- - ~ 
"o=ks+k l , 

where Wo and COs satisfy the dispersion relation: 
(lJ~ = (.t)2 + k ~ c 2 and (j) is the electron plasma 
frequeticy . Since the m)~um value of (00 is O)pe' the 
Raman process can occur only for COo > 2w or for 
electron density n < n /4 where 4nn e2 jm= Q)o~ In this 

- cr: ' cr 
pr()cess., it is evident that the fraction of the energy 
transferred to the electron-plasma wave is (wi/mo) and 
this is the energy that is available for heating the 
pl~lsma electrons by the damping of the electron-plasma 
wU.vc. The stilTlulated Raman scattering takes place in 
the l1'1anner of an instability. When an electromagnetic 
W,lVC of amplitude Eo propagates through a plasma 
with rippled density (no + c5n) profile created by the 
electron plasma wave, a transverse current 
ljJ" = - e()n Vo is generated where Vo = eEo/mcoo is the 
quiver velocity of the electrons. Under proper 
c()nditions of phase matching, the transverse current DJ 
pr(')(.:illces a scattered electromagnetic wave Es which 
interferes with the incident wave to produce a variable 
wu. vc pressure A (Eo <EJ47t). The corresponding force 
kn<.)wn as the ponderomotive force pushes the plasma 
fr(')ffi a high pressure region to a low pressure region 
.iln<.i vice versa and the consequent generation of a 
licIlsity ripple occurs. Thus, the feedback loop is 
c()mpieted and the instability is excited. The multifari
{')llS .activities of the instability in the ionospheric as well 
.. is the quasar plasmas are discussed in the following 
section§: 

StilDulated Raman scattering in the ionosphere 

The ionosphere has been irradiated with high frequency 
radio radiation from several ionospheric modification 
facilities situated all over the world16

• The propagation 
(:)f the intense radio waves through the ionosphere 
plasma gives rise to the phenomenon of parametric 
instabilities, the stimulated Raman scattering (SRS) 
being one of them. The SRS offers an unambiguous 
interpretation of the emission .fe~ture obse~v~d17 at the 
half harlllonic (liJo/2) of the lnCIdent radIatIon at the 
frequency 0)0- The SRS takes place at a plasma level 

such that £00 ~ 2(.0 (also known as the quarter critical 
• p . h region) since here the electron density n=ncl4 were 
0>2 = 4nn e 2 Im). The diagnostic value of SRS lies in the 
fa~t that

C 
the scattered wave is impregnated with the 

information on the electron density, temperature and 
the inhomogeneities in them. 

Stimulated Raman scattering in quasar plasmas 

The importance of plasma processes in the generation 
of the quasar continuum radiation and its interaction 
with the surrounding plasma is pointed out, parti
cularly emphasizing their coherent nature, due to which 
the scattering and absorption rates are enhanced 
sometimes by several orders of magnitUde over the ones 
obtained from single particle processes. 

The continuum emission 

The continuum emission of a quasar is in the form of a 
power law F vrxv -ex, consisting of several components; in 
the low frequency (v < 1 GHz) radio region, a~O.l; in 
the X-ray region IX < 0.7. The entire spectrum when 
fitted with an average value of ex = 1 shows bends in the 
radio, bumps in the blue and distinct variations in the 
hard X-ray and y-ray regions. The continuum originates 
very near the black hole and then interacts with the 
surrounding plasma, which as a result exhibits phases 
of diverse temperatures and densities. 

The earlier models of the continuum emission include 
synchrotron process for the radio radiation, which is 
upshifted to optical and X-rays by the single- particle 
Compton scattering. 

The role of stimulated scattering processes has been 
investigated in an endeavour to model the generation of 
nonthermal quasar continuum. Preliminary attempts18 - 20 

to reproduce almost the entire spectrum of the quasar 
3C273 by a suitable combination of SRS and SCS 
appear quite promising. In particular, the specific 
features like bumps in the blue and red regions could be 
interpreted as a change of emission process from SRS 
to SCS (Figure 2). In the process of reproducing the 
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Figure 2. Spectrum of the quasar 3C 273. The solid lines represent 
the calculated spectrum and the spectrum of the pump wave. The 
observed points, 0 (1984 February) and ~ (1986 February) by 
Courvoisier 6t al. (Astron. Astrophys., 1987, 176, 197-209), are also 
plotted. The constants are: Yo=3 x 103 , no=9.24 x 1017 cm- 3 , vo= 
4 x 1010 Hz. 
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observed spectrum, one is also able to derive the spatial 
variations of the plasma parameters in the emission 
region. That these variations are compatible with the 
geometry and stability of the accretion flows need to be 
scru tinized. 

If the electron energy is converted into radiation via 
the extremely fast processes of SRS and SCS, then it 
must also be replenished at a comparable rate for the 
sustained emission from the quasars. The Raman 
forward scattering19t 21 in which the electron-plasn1a 
waves produced by the beating of the cyclotron lines 
provide the necessary electric field for accelerating the 
electrons, could be one such process. Several issues 
related to the efficiency of these processes in the rather 
inhomogeneous and variable environment of a quasar 
need to be investigated in depth. 

Anomalous absorption and scattering of the quasar 
radiation 

The electron densities of the thermal plasma in the 
environs of a quasar are such that the corresponding 
electron plasma frequencies lie in the range of radio 
frequencies. This opens up several avenues by which the 
radio radiation can be absorbed in the thermal plasma 
by processes more efficient than the collisional. Again, 
through the processes of the parametric decay instabi
lity and the stimulated Raman and Compton scattering 
followed by the damping of the electron plasma and the 
ion acoustic waves, the plasma can be heated to much 
higher temperatures in much shorter times. The plasma 
temperature is one of the most important factors in the 
emission of continuum and line radiation and is also 
responsible for the inhomogeneous distribution of the 
gas22• 

The occurrence of superluminal motion in extra
galactic radio sources is believed to be quite common. 
Among others, the geometrical scattering of radio 
radiation can also cause superluminal expansion and or 
motion and a halo formation. The apparent motion of 
the source is interpreted 23 to be nothing but the Raman 
scattered radiation of a rotating source at increasing 
scattering angles. The advantages of this coherent 
scattering process are the preservation of the flux and 
its spectral characteristics after the scattering, provided 
the plasma parameters are chosen apptopriately. 

Several high energy sources like quasars and pulsars 
show extremely rapidly varying polarization charact
eristics of their radiation. For example, some pulsars 
show a flip of a right-handed circular polarization to a 
left-handed circular polarization within a pulse period. 
Since coherent processes have the shortest time scales 
and scattering always causes polarization changes, the 
Raman scattering appears to be an attractive mechanism 
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for rapid polarization variability. It appears possible to 
change the sense of rotation as well as the inclination of 
the polarization ellipsoid through the stimulated 
Raman scattering processes24

. 

Conclusion 

The diagnostic potential of the Raman scattering, 
whether in gases, liquids, solids or plasmas has always 
been recognized and put to a good use. Its play in the 
near and the far reaches of the universe has also been 
acknowledged to some extent. It may not be premature 
to say that some of the difficulties in understanding the 
complex spectra of the distant objects like quasars, 
specifically the red shift anomalies of apparently 
neighbourly 80urces may be resolved by including 
Raman scattering in the scheme of things. The 
stimulated Raman scatlering in plasmas could turn out 
to be a strong candidate for the generation of coherent 
radiation in high energy sources. The ionospheric 
detection of the stimulated Raman scattering should be 
motivation enough to look for it elsewhere in the 
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